Pavlina Klemm & The Pleiadians

Seventh message of the Pleiadians
on the current situation [July 29th]

You loved ones,
the light revolution that has begun this year is a great step towards raising the consciousness
of all humanity. It is part of a chain reaction that is taking place within all inhabited planets in
this galaxy.
Each person who awakens the light in their heart contributes a beam of light that supports the
total ascension of thousands of other inhabited planets. The humanoid inhabitants of these
other individual planets are also undergoing a conscious light revolution. Thousands of
planets ascend from their lower vibrations and adapt to cosmic events.
The most important step that any humanoid inhabitant of this galaxy can take is to understand
their reality and the whole reality of this complex event.
The evolutionary development of consciousness of each individual human being and planet
generates a light field in the form of a spiral. Each planet in this galaxy is going through an
individual development, but the development of all planets together is aiming at the formation
of a huge dimensional spiral of galactic consciousness.
The consciousness of your Galaxy, which offers different spaces and times for the evolution
of each planet, is fully connected to the consciousness of Divine Intelligence. The knowledge
and information that comes to you from the divine source permeates various portals of
consciousness that your galaxy has developed.
Helping your human community is very dear to our hearts, and the divine intelligences and
cosmic councils responsible for each of the inhabited planets have been given permission to
help. Every civilization that needs help receives physical and energetic support from various
extraterrestrial, peace-loving civilizations in the background, so that the evolutionary lightfilled spiral of development does not suffer ruptures and injuries.

Planet Earth is not the only planet that is occupied by dark powers and dark beings.
Planet Earth is not the only planet that is just finding its power and connecting to the cosmic

frequency of freedom.
Planet Earth is not the only planet where colossal processes are currently taking place for the
total liberation of all artificially created systems and for the liberation of the population!
The revolution of light, which is currently taking place and which had to come naturally, is a
significant evolutionary period of mankind.
Mankind is awakening from a very long sleep. It awakens and begins to remember the time it
went through before it was artificially put into a sleep. Into a sleep that has dampened all
senses that connect man with his divine essence.
The sleep that has lasted for thousands of years is coming to an end. At its end, an awakening
awaits that will allow man to remember his essence. Of his energy, his vibration, his light, his
knowledge.
Your ancestors who came to this planet ages ago remind you of your connection to your
original pure divine essence. Your personal lineage carries the information and the connection
with the divine essence. It carries wisdom and experiences from its incarnations here on
Earth.
Your ancestors, who are speaking out more than ever, are one of the keys that will open the
doors for you as you ascend in consciousness. Your ancestors, the first inhabitants of this
beautiful planet, hold the key to your memory.
The connection to your ancestors will light up your heart, which will be able to receive
information from divine intelligence for your evolution.
All of your ancestors are connected through beautiful, vast fields of human consciousness.
They have at the same time a connection to the soul of humanity. To their love, their light and
to their purest consciousness.
And it is this very connection of your ancestors to the field of consciousness of humanity that
can bring the memory that many people are so eagerly waiting for.
Only a small part of the population is missing, who has to remember, so that the light spiral of
consciousness development can increase in size and the divine plan of liberation, which is
currently taking place, can be realized.
Only a small part of the population is still missing until the light revolution can become
completely true. And we are convinced that in the course of the next few months the
necessary number will be reached, so that the necessary information and the degree of
consciousness can be transferred through the morphogenetic fields to the other inhabitants of
the planet, and afterwards positive changes will take place, which are already eagerly awaited.
The coming months will bring with them further tremendous cosmic processes.
But the planet Earth is able to connect more and more to the cosmic light frequencies and
their information. To light information, which brings lightful impulses for the development of

human hearts and consciousness.
The earthly portals, of which new ones open practically every day, absorb an enormous
amount of light into the interior of the earth. The interior of the earth shines through, and so
the dark, unhappy past of the earth shines through. All the dark elements within the earth's
interior are being neutralized in the divine light.
Other great processes that are waiting for humanity are rays of light that will increasingly
come to Planet Earth. These rays of light will arrive in the form of a huge spiral of light that
will cleanse the planet globally!
This spiral of light will begin to cleanse the planet from the end of October 2020. Until now,
the connection and cleaning of the globe has been local. Thanks to the spiral shape of this
light ray, there will be a global energetic cleansing and correction of everything that does not
fit into the divine order of love.
This majestic spiral-shaped ray, which will cleanse and at the same time nourish the globe,
will bring tremendous processes in terms of the development of consciousness. It brings
changes that will help humanity in the process of finding lost freedom.
These changes bring with them great natural transformation processes, which may initially
cause concerns or feelings of uncertainty or fear of the future in the population. The dark
forces here on Earth will in all likelihood defy this incoming majestic light and fight with
their last forces for their position.
Through this information we wish to bring words of comfort and understanding to all of you
once again. We want you to be prepared for these changes and know that the positive
evolution and positive future of humanity is already programmed by the Divine Intelligence.
Of course, at this time and over the coming months, strength and confidence in the divine plan
are necessary. Into the divine plan, which brings love and freedom to every single inhabitant
of this planet who is ready for it.
In this time it is more than ever necessary to stay in his midst, to trust in his own intuition and
to connect with his light companions and with his ancestors who are in the human heaven.
It is necessary, more than ever, to trust your own plan that each of you have brought to the
planet for this time.
Each of you have chosen this incarnation, and each of you has agreed to this colossal plan for
the liberation of humanity.
It is very important for us to tell you that the coming months will initially bring confusion and
turbulent changes. However, these changes are definitely pointing towards a positive future
for humanity!
The cosmic frequencies and free energy that have been all around you since Easter 2020 will,
over time, bring you a material security that human beings have never dreamed of even in

their most fantastic visions. The materialization of objects thanks to the technologies that
humanity will be able to use will bring relief and security - and thus fear will be banished
from the earthly existence of man. Technologies that regenerate the human body will bring
back health to the human being, and fear of disease and pain will disappear.
Therefore, there must be changes that help to overcome outdated, unhelpful and artificially
created systems.
The development of humanity is striving in a positive way in a positive direction.
Unstoppable. You are in one of the most significant epochs in human history.
Stay in your midst. Go outdoors a lot. Connect with your light companions and with your
family in the human sky.
Use the 8787 series of numbers as often as you wish; this series connects you to all that is
pure in the human being. It connects you to the purest essence of humanity, which is in the
divine source. It helps you grow spiritually and it helps you remember.
to remember your purest essence and your plan for this incarnation. It connects you to the
divine plan. It binds you to the purest essence and wisdom of your ancestors.
Visualize this series of numbers in front of your heart and behind your back at the level of
your heart.
Write down this series of numbers on a piece of paper and place a glass of water on it for at
least three minutes. Drink the programmed water throughout the day. Your cells will attach
themselves more easily to this numerical code.
You will carry this cosmic numerical code in your system, and you will automatically attach
yourself to the purest divine essence of humanity.
You will transmit your frequency through your presence to other inhabitants of this beautiful
planet. And not only you will remember - every human being will remember thanks to you.
Everyone you meet will be given the chance to go through this incarnation in their power and
in their midst. He gets the chance to live according to his higher plan.
We wish you much strength, energy and love as you take the next steps towards your positive
future.
We are incredibly proud of each of you.
We love you and our love accompanies you.
We look forward to the time of physical encounter with you.
Your light-filled evolution of consciousness will soon connect us to you.
We meet on the spiral section of your ascension of consciousness.
Peace with you, peace with us.
Your Pleiadian companions

